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Introduction

• Round table of the participants

• Goals of the meeting

• Timing



1. Context

• Presentation of the project(s)

– Elaborate on your project and the general context
in which it takes place

– What are your expectations regarding this
participative dialogue process?

– What are your fears/concerns?



2. Territorial dialogue

• Levels of participation

• Core principles of territorial dialogue



Levels of participation

Negociation

Consensus-building

Consultation

Information

Mediation

Decide together
(co-decision)

Co-construction 
before a decision

Get advice
before a decision

Communicate
a decision

Without a neutral third
party

With a neutral third
party

Link b/w 
participation and 
decision

Territorial Dialogue



Levels of participation

Negociation

Consensus-building

Decide together
(co-decision)

Co-construction 
before a decision

Link b/w 
participation and 
decision

Co-decision ≠ co-construction: 
=> Co-construction is the 
making of propositions 
submitted to the decisive 
bodies.
=> Territorial dialogue does not 
require co-decision but is based 
on co-construction



Core principles

Territorial dialogue is a form of dialogue that

1. Aims at the co-construction of propositions in relation to a decision-
making process

2. Integrates all concerned parties
3. Promotes listening and mutual understanding of each other’s needs
4. Facilitate the dialogue of knowledge and puts the experts at the service 

of the dialogue
5. Requires the prior definition of a specific framework and process
6. Follows a simple, progressive and flexible conduct where the process 

predominates the facilitation tools
7. Is moderated by a person capable of showing empathy and adopting a 

neutral position



Core principles

Territorial dialogue is a form of dialogue that

1. Aims at the co-construction of propositions in relation to a 
decision-making process



Step 1
Identification of the 

building

Step 2
Diagnosis of the 

building and making 
of the BIM models

Step 3
Making of the work 
plans and technical 

project

Step 4
Conduct of the work 

and monitoring

Steering 
committee 

meeting

Consultation of 
experts

Consensus-building 
to establish a shared 

diagnosis

Consensus-
building with 

concerned parties 

Monitoring 
committee to 

follow the work

Formal decision by the local 

authority and contracting of 

auditor/BIM technician

Validation of propositions 

by the local authority

Depending on the funds used for the project, Step 3 may also consist in submiting the technical 

project to funding entities and get their validation before initiating Step 4.



Core principles

Territorial dialogue is a form of dialogue that

1. Aims at the co-construction of propositions in relation to a 
decision-making process

2. Integrates all concerned parties



• To involve all the concerned parties (or groups of interest) means:
– Physical and moral persons whose activity, life or position is (or may be)

affected by the project
– Concerned parties can be organized or not (parents, users, elected people…)
– Do not limit the dialogue to institutions
– Do not leave any opposition out of the dialogue

N.B.

• People are thus not considered as one homogenous entity but is
composed of groups of interest

• One of the priorities is to identify the concerned parties and a
person who can represent them throughout the dialogue process



Core principles

Territorial dialogue is a form of dialogue that

1. Aims at the co-construction of propositions in relation to a 
decision-making process

2. Integrates all concerned parties

3. Promotes listening and mutual understanding of each other’s 
needs



• Based on reasoned negotiation:

– Be understanding of the other concerned parties
Admit that there are different ways to see the same reality 
Understanding does not require agreeing

– Look for win-win solutions
An agreement deliberately approved and considered fair by all

– Split  the phases of negotiation
3 steps: shared diagnosis, search of solutions, choices

– Base the negotiation on the interests (needs)
Focus on needs behind positions (needs of security, recognition, 

belonging…)
Do not talk about opinions/positions leading to debate

Pierre-Yves Guihéneuf (GEYSER) ; d’après Fisher, Ury, Patton (Harvard), Deschênes (Québec) et le 
centre européen de la négociation



Core principles

Territorial dialogue is a form of dialogue that

1. Aims at the co-construction of propositions in relation to a 
decision-making process

2. Integrates all concerned parties

3. Promotes listening and mutual understanding of each other’s 
needs

4. Facilitate the dialogue of knowledge and puts the experts at 
the service of the dialogue



• Expert and local knowledge

– The role of experts
• Technical expertise is only one piece of the puzzle

• Their expertise contributes to the building of the shared diagnosis (invited to the
dialogue but not participants)

• Expertise is not considered the absolute “truth”

• “Experts” are people mandated to conduct a technical study

– The role of local knowledge
• Local knowledge is deeply rooted in the local context

• All participants in the dialogue have local knowledge (on which the solutions will be
based)

• Some participants may have a technical expertise but were not mandated to apply
it on the building, they participate to share their perception and needs regarding
the project (ie: a certification body can be an expert conducting an audit on the
building or a participant sharing the needs of the body in terms of certification)



Core principles

Territorial dialogue is a form of dialogue that

1. Aims at the co-construction of propositions in relation to a 
decision-making process

2. Integrates all concerned parties
3. Promotes listening and mutual understanding of each other’s 

needs
4. Facilitate the dialogue of knowledge and puts the experts at 

the service of the dialogue
5. Requires the prior definition of a specific framework and 

process



• Three phases:

– Preparation of the dialogue

– Conduct of the dialogue

– Follow-up of the dialogue



• Preparation of the dialogue

PB - Geyser /  DialTer - www.comedie.org

1. Internal consensus-
building

Within the municipality

2. Preliminary interviews

Between the facilitators and concerned
parties

3. 1ère meeting of the dialogue 
steering committee

• Define the general framework of the 
dialogue (goals, products, subjects, 
decision-making process, calendar)

• Build the facilitation team (or choose 
an external facilitator)

• Identify the concerned parties

• Evaluate the feasibility of the dialogue 
and conditions of implementation

• Adjust, details the general framework

• Complete the list of concerned parties

• Create the bodies of the dialogue

• Validate the framework and bodies

• Start the dialogue



• Preparation of the dialogue: the Framework

– GOALS of the dialogue
• Renovate/build an energy and water efficient building adapted to its uses

– PRODUCTS expected
• The concrete outcome that we want to produce through the dialogue: 

specifications of the work to be conducted (written document or BIM model)

– SUBJECTS of the dialogue
• What is going to be discussed during the dialogue (and what is not subject to 

discussion) : the choice of building and budget can be closed to discussions but 
the nature of the work and priorities can be subject to discussion)

– + Decision making process and calendar



• Preparation of the dialogue: the Interviews

 What we are looking for during the interviews (about 1h duration)

1- Perception of the project (40 minutes)

How do you see the project? What are the important aspects of the project to you?

2- Perception of the dialogue process (10 minutes)

What are your expectations of the dialogue? Do you have any concern?

What do you see as the main difficulties in the conduct of a fruitful dialogue?

3- Suggestions to facilitate the dialogue (10 minutes)

What are your suggestions to facilitate the dialogue between the different stakeholders?

How do you see yourself contributing to the dialogue?

Thanking the person(s) for having shared with you their needs and point of view.



• Preparation of the dialogue: validation in steering committee

The steering committee can be composed of decision-makers, decision-makers 

+ institutional bodies or even include other local stakeholders

Its role is to take decisions regarding the conduct and outputs/products 

of the dialogue, at this stage it will:

- Validate the framework establishing the dialogue process

- Launch the begining of the dialogue sessions



Steering

committee

Working group(s)

C
o
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o

n
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Public event to 
inform/consult

Involve

CONCERNED PARTIES 

Inform and 
consult the rest of 
the POPULATION

Ask for EXPERTS 
contributions

Link to existing
processes / bodies

TERRITORY

Involve

DECISION-MAKERS

The house of dialogue



Core principles

Territorial dialogue is a form of dialogue that

1. Aims at the co-construction of propositions in relation to a 
decision-making process

2. Integrates all concerned parties
3. Promotes listening and mutual understanding of each other’s 

needs
4. Facilitate the dialogue of knowledge and puts the experts at the 

service of the dialogue
5. Requires the prior definition of a specific framework and process
6. Follows a simple, progressive and flexible conduct where the 

process predominates the facilitation tools



• Conduct of the dialogue

Begining of the dialogue

1st meeting of the steering 

committee

Information event to the 

population + through the media

Visits of the building to be 

renovated

June

Heart of the dialogue

Working groups (3 meetings)

- Establish a shared diagnosis

- Propose solutions

- Choose the best solution

June - October 

Closing of the consensus-

building 

Diffusion

2nd steering committee to 

validate the product of the 

dialogue

Information to the population

+ sharing of the final product

October



• Follow-up of the dialogue

Contracting for the work on 

the building

Making of the call for tenders 

based on the results of the 

dialogue

Contracting

(+ building the follow-up of the 

dialogue after the project: 

participative roadmaps)

November - April 

Celebration and

Diffusion

Celebration and opening of the 

renewed building

(+ presentation of the 

participative roadmap / 

information of the population)

May

Conduct of the work on the 

building

Conduct of the work

+ Meeting of monitoring 

committees

(+ elaboration of the participative 

roadmaps)

May -> following year May 



Core principles

Territorial dialogue is a form of dialogue that

1. Aims at the co-construction of propositions in relation to a decision-
making process

2. Integrates all concerned parties
3. Promotes listening and mutual understanding of each other’s needs
4. Facilitate the dialogue of knowledge and puts the experts at the service 

of the dialogue
5. Requires the prior definition of a specific framework and process
6. Follows a simple, progressive and flexible conduct where the process 

predominates the facilitation tools
7. Is moderated by a person capable of showing empathy and adopting a 

neutral position



• The facilitator/moderator is
✓ Neutral and considerate

✓ Able to welcome all contributions and drive the exchanges

✓ Vigorous and naive (fresh)

✓ Believing in the altruistic ability of all

• His/her roles are
✓ To remind what has been shared and settled

✓ Reformulate what is said and translate to make it more 
understandable by all when necessary

✓ Alert if the dialogue is threatened

✓ Show the way (steps) and be the guardian of the framework



Anything else?

• Before you go, are these any points that 

remain unclear?

• Do you see how it will take place for your 

project?

• What are the next steps/calendar?


